Ideologeme as Lingo-cognitive Phenomenon: Definition and Classification

ABSTRACT. The article focuses on the issue of definition of the concept "ideologeme" which is extremely significant for modern linguistics, and specifically for political linguistics. This research determines what phenomena may be treated as ideologemes i.e. perform the function of ideology representation, become the "form of ideology" and "a sign of ideology". We argue the possibility of interpretation of "ideologeme" as a special type of multi-layer concept, in the structure of which there are ideologically marked conceptual features that embody collective, often stereotypical and mythological image that exists in the minds of language speakers about the authorities, the state, the nation, society, and political and ideological institutions. Ideologeme is a mental cognitive element, a unit of ideological worldview that is used in a text (verbal or creolized), and even in discourse in the form of language units of different levels and signs of other semiotic systems. Furthermore, this article attempts to classify ideologemes on four grounds: the nature and language of M.M. Bakhtin builds his theory in the following paradigm: “the national language, being unified when viewed as an abstract phenomenon,” is divided into “verbal-ideological and social layers”, “into languages-ideologemes”, each of which has its own “socio-ideological environment”, “its slogan, its own abusive language and its own
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1. Ideology and ideologeme: definition of concepts

The term “ideologeme” was introduced by M.M. Bakhtin to name the forms of ideology that exist in reality [Bakhtin 1975; 1994 and others]. Today it is used in many branches of science: philosophy and history, culture study and linguistics and many others.

In the variety of definitions of this phenomenon that exist due to the peculiarities of the object and scope of research in different branches of science, the common feature of these definitions is the characteristics outlined by M.M. Bakhtin: ideologeme is explication, a means of representation of this or that ideology. It is important to mention that M.M. Bakhtin treated both ideologeme and ideology in the broad and even semiotic sense; that is why many researchers find similarities between the views on society, human nature and language of M.M.Bakhtin and R. Barth [see Kosikov 2009].

Worthy of note is that in Bakhtin’s concept worked out in the 1930-s (“Discourse in the Novel”, 1934-1935, “Forms of Time and of the Chronotope in the Novel”, 1937-1938, “From the Prehistory of Novelistic Discourse”, 1940) “the term “ideology” is used both in its conventional meaning — ideology is “the leading idea, the axis or conception” [Spirkin 2009], and in the “acquired” meaning — ideology as “a unity of ideas, myths, beliefs, political slogans, public declarations of parties and philosophic conceptions” [New philosophic dictionary 2003]. This interpretation of ideology, “being non-religious in its essence …, proceeds from the comprehended and “reconstructed” reality, is focused on people’s interests and aims, and on manipulation and control of people by means of alteration of their consciousness” [New philosophic dictionary 2003].

Using the terms ideology and ideologeme to describe language stratification, M.M. Bakhtin builds his theory in the following paradigm: “the national language, being unified when viewed as an abstract phenomenon,” is divided into “verbal-ideological and social layers”, “into languages-ideologemes”, each of which has its own “socio-ideological environment”, “its slogan, its own abusive language and its own
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compliments” [Bakhtin 1975: 101, 104], and none of the languages “can provide a holistic view of the world” [Kosikov 2009: 10].

It is important to mention that different ideologies are often biased and false; and thus R. Barth comes to the idea of joining ideology and myth. He names this phenomenon “meta language” or “secondary semiotic system” or “secondary language” without any semiotic differentiation of these concepts. Barth defines ideology as a mythological construction within the frames of general history that meets the interests of certain groups of people [Barth 1996].

R. Barth’s view is quite peculiar (for instance he interprets a sign as a unity of the denoted and the denotator), however, the correlation between ideology and myth revealed in his works plays a great role in the modern interpretation of the essence of ideological mechanisms. Thus, “the status of ideology as embodiment of relations between discourse and social topic is described in contemporary philosophy in terms of credibility” [New philosophic dictionary 2003]. Mind that it is credibility, not identity.

Moreover, when describing ideology, N.I. Shestov defines it as “a political myth sanctioned by a political institution” [Shestov 2005: 95], which is constructed both non-verbally (demonstrations, state and military symbols, etc.) and verbally (for instance, euphemisms, labels, stereotypes, political terms, lexical repetitions, phrases, parallel syntactical constructions, metaphors and others).

In general, the role of ideology in the 20th and 21st centuries is hard to overestimate: ideologization and politicization are typical of those spheres of human activity and human existence which should not be “involved” into ideology as they are marked as “being above ideology and politics”. This happens to the sphere of world-class sport, which in 2016—2018 became a ground for violent information war against Russia and a means of temporary isolation of Russia as an independent country on the sports arena.

In our opinion, the events mentioned above prove once again the fact which is found in many cultural, historical, sociological and linguistic research works: even phenomena that have nothing to do with any spheres of politics, state, power or ideology may sometime come under the influence of ideology. In this connection, we find interesting the views on the transformations in the Soviet ideological worldview of cultural concepts into concepts-canons [Shkai derova 2007: 19-28] and the idea of K.A. Alekseev that “the level of achievements in sport by a country often becomes a marker of stability of this country, and even resilience of the nation in general. It is applicable to almost any socio-political system, dominant ideology and cultural paradigm” [Alekseev 2009].

However, in this part of the paper we are trying to answer the following question: phenomena of what level may be called ideologemes, i.e. which of them perform the function of ideology representation and appear as the “form of ideology” or ideological “sign”?

Going back to the statements given above, we may conclude that the “father” of the concept “ideologeme” is M.M. Bakhtin, philosopher and literary scholar. In his view, ideologemes are both sociolects taken as a whole and language and/or conceptual “markers” of such sociolects. However, it is obvious that he spoke about the worldview reflected in these “languages-ideologemes”, which, in his opinion, was “heavily inadequate to reality”, and contained only “a piece, one element of the world”, “opinion”, “ideologeme”, some “hypotheses of meaning” [Bakhtin 1975: 105 and further]. The quotations contain theoretical provisions that determined the “flow of ideas” of contemporary linguists and culture experts who focus on totalitarian discourse and totalitarian language. Besides, the quotes show that the term ideologeme is multifold in the works of M.M. Bakhtin, which may be explained by the ambiguity but at the same time applicability of the phenomenon.

So, in contemporary linguoculturology and political linguistics (as well as in culturology, sociology and history), we are witnessing the growing interest to the phenomenon of ideologeme, which is due to the study and description of specific linguistic and conceptual features of the totalitarian period of the Soviet Union and the totalitarian language of the Soviet era [Kupina 1995, Torokhova 2006, Odessky, Feldman 2008, and others].

However, in all the studies mentioned above, the concept ideologeme is interpreted differently.

In this research we have singled out two approaches to the definition of ideologeme and interpretation of it in terms of linguistics — a broad definition and a narrow definition.

Thus, giving a definition of totalitarian language, E.A. Zemskaya underlines that it is ... a kind of a system of ideologemes, a means of reflection and formation of ideology-driven mind of a “Soviet man” [Zemskaya 1996: 23]. This is a broad linguoculturological approach to the concept of ideologeme.

A similar definition of the described phenomenon is given in the paper by T. Novikova [Novikova 2006] and in the monograph “D.S.P. Soviet ideologemes in Russian discourse of the 1990-s” by G.Ch. Guseynov [Guseynov 2004], which analyze “the forms of existence of
ideologemes” and the ways of representation of ideologeme in texts.

Such statements make it possible to suppose that an ideologeme is interpreted by the researcher as an element of non-verbal layer, a conceptual unit, which is embodied in the elements of a language; however, it is obvious that “the form of existence of an ideologeme” is ideologemes of different types which appear on different levels of the text — from the minimal unit or a sign (letter-ideologeme (in Russian these are the letters soft sign or yer (ёрь), b (б), n (н), e (е)); inflection-ideologeme, case inflection for instance (измена Rodiny and измена Rodine, Федеративная Ресpublika Germanii and Федеративная Ресpubлика Gермания)); to the ideologeme—name (toponym, ergonym, etc.); ideologeme-quotatition (for example transformed statements of Stalin). Besides, from the point of view of G.Guseynov, ideologemes include obscene and swear words, which had ideological function in the Soviet period. The Russian (Cyrillic) alphabet is considered to be a macroideologeme of the USSR for the speakers of non-Slavonic languages. The author singles out ideologeme-accent in mass media communication, cinema, theatre and everyday speech. On the basis of Stalinisms or Stalin’s prizes referred to in everyday speech, the linguist shows the development of ideological speech in general and explains the “vitality” of идеологемес-Stalinisms in the post-soviet discourse.

Thus, G.Ch. Guseynov, on the one hand, treats ideologeme as any language unit (including a text or a group of texts), which “marks” the Soviet ideology for native speakers; on the other hand, it is obvious that there are ideologemes of “the other level” — ideologemes as conceptual elements of ideology, which are represented in language with the help of the abovementioned units of different levels.

An even broader approach or culturological interpretation of an ideologeme is found in the monograph “Map of our Motherland: ideologeme between a word and body” by G. Guseynov [Guseynov 2005], which discusses “symbolic geography”: a map is viewed as an ideological element, a kind of ideologeme, which is proved, in the author’s view, by the attractiveness of the map of our country and its frequent use in advertising and political and TV discourses.

Speaking about the linguistic definition of the term ideologeme in its narrow meaning, it is important to refer to the views of N.A. Kupina, A.P. Chudinov, T.B. Radbil and other prominent linguists, who agree that an ideologeme is a verbal unit, a word which “is connected directly to an ideological denotatum” [Kupina 2005: 91] and “has an ideological component in its meaning” [Chudinov 2007: 92]; “any verbal denomination of spiritual values meaningful for a person, when the direct meaning of a word is blurred and the emphasis is laid of pure evaluative, emotional and expressive connotations which are not based on the content of the word” [Radbil 1998: 22].

Going into detail, N.A. Kupina defines an ideologeme as “a belief (prescription) expressed in the form of a language” [Kupina 1995: 43], “language unit, whose semantics covers ideological denotatum or is superimposed on the semantics of non-ideological denotatum” [Kupina 2000: 183].

From this perspective, totalitarian language is a “hypertext of ideologemes”: “totalitarian language is systemic” and “it has its own vocabulary that can be presented as a number of clusters of ideologemes” which are “accompanied by precedent texts from the so-called original sources” [Kupina 1995: 138].

So, in contemporary linguistics, ideologeme is interpreted as a comparatively stable lexical unit that represents the basic ideological views and values in the language and that plays a special role in totalitarian language; the other interpretation views it as a unit of any language (or even text) level the function of which is explanation of the system of ideological dominants.

However, we believe that the described phenomenon is, first of all, a mental and cognitive unit (this view does not contradict Bakhtin’s interpretation of an ideologeme), of ideological worldview which is found in the text (including creolized texts) and even in discourse in the form of language units belonging to different levels of the language system and also in the form of signs from other semiotic systems.

In our opinion, ideologeme should not be limited to a word or any other language unit. Probably the word is the most typical means of ideologeme representation, but it is not the only possible variant. Such “cognitive-based” approach to the phenomenon under study is found in the works by N.I. Klushina and A.A. Miroshnichenko.

The latter, being the author of the linguo-ideological method of analysis [Miroshnichenko 1995], suggests identifying two units lingveme and ideologeme defining them as “praxeme of a language” and “praxeme of consciousness” accordingly.

A value-based language correlation that appears between an ideologeme and a lingveme is called by the author a linguo-ideologeme; the author of this approach underlines that it is a material and a product of linguo-ideological paradigms.

From the point of view of A.A. Miroshnichenko, a certain ideologeme (in its metaphysi-
cal and axiological meanings) is expressed by a certain lingveme. “It means that an *ideologeme is a concept, while a lingveme is an indicator of linguo-ideologeme*. It should be mentioned that A.A. Miroshnichenko emphasizes that lingveme, i.e. a means of language representation of an ideologeme, is “any unit of language, as well as any syntactical or semantic relation in language... The meaningful absence of the proper language unit or relation (ellipsis) may also serve as an indicator of linguo-ideologeme” [Miroshnichenko 1995].

N.I. Klushina defines ideologeme through the paradigm of communicative stylistics, which determines the view of the linguist on this phenomenon.

She defines ideologeme “as a central concept of publicism”, “as a unit of communicative stylistics”, “the basic intentional category of a publicistic text and publicistic discourse”, which gives a “certain ideological modus to a publicistic text”; finally, an ideologeme is analyzed within the paradigm of communicative stylistics — it is “the main idea that has political, economic or social meaning, for the sake of which the text is written” [Klushina 2008: 38-39].

The latter of the definitions seems too vague and imprecise, however this approach is also important for this research as: in an attempt to differentiate the notions of *ideologeme, concept* and *mental stereotype*, N.I. Klushina admits that, firstly, they are units of the same level — mental and cognitive; secondly, the ideologeme, as well as the concept and mental stereotype, is represented in the scope of the texts of a certain discourse.

Yet, according to N.I. Klushina linguistic representation of an ideologeme is realized via verbal means such as “worldview-driven general word, more often a figurative word or metaphor bearing a strong suggestive potential” [Klushina 2008: 38]. This statement, in our opinion, limits the potential of ideologeme representation: probably it would be better to talk about *the main* way of linguistic representation of an ideologeme on the lexico-semantic level and to underline the fact that it is true primarily for print media texts.

To be fair, we should mention that N.I. Klushina names some more ways of “a certain idea (ideologeme)” representation in a publicistic text. They are: “author’s evaluation, interpretation of reality, nomination and stylistic manner of narration chosen by the addressee (verbal aggression, approval or emphasized objectiveness)” [Klushina 2008: 5].

In general, differentiation between such cognitive universals as ideologeme, concept and mental stereotype in the thesis by N.I. Klushina is undertaken, in our opinion, for practical purposes. Even within the frames of one research, the notions are often interrelated, and it is impossible to define one of them without the use of the other (which is determined by the proximity of these cognitive units, especially the notions *ideologeme* and *concept*) and to work out a classification in which these notions would reveal differences when classified on the same grounds.

So, from the point of view of this study, *ideologeme* is a unit of the cognitive level — a certain multi-level concept, in the structure of which (in the nucleus or on the periphery) there are ideologically marked conceptual features that embody collective, and often stereotypical or mythological interpretation of power, state, society, political and ideological institutions that exists in the minds of native speakers.

Ideologeme is a mental unit that is characterized by national specificity, dynamic semantics, strong evaluative potential, and frequency and variety of ways of representation via signs of different semiotic systems, primarily of the language system.

The use of verbal markers of an ideologeme — keyword, cliché, metaphors, etc. — is one of the main ways of its verbal realization.

Ideologemes are found not only in basic discourses (ideological, political, mass media and publicistic), but also in a number of other discourses: advertising, sport, educational, scientific, religious, entertaining, everyday and others; however, even within the frames of most of types of discourses in which ideologeme is not a conceptual dominant, it still performs its main function — “the author’s purposeful manipulation of an addressee (reader” [Kupina 2003: 269].

It should be underlined that in different periods of the country’s history, the scope of ideologemes may be different and may include concepts that are not connected with ideology or politics. It happens when an ideological feature becomes prominent in the structure of a concept (for instance, ideologization of the concepts GOSPODIN (sir) and TOVARISHCH (comrade) in the Soviet period; or ideological connotation of the concepts SOVETSKY BALET (Soviet ballet), SOVETSKY UCHENY (Soviet scholar), and SOVETSKOE YAZYKOZNANIE (Soviet Linguistics). Contemporary discursive tendencies in the sphere of politics and mass media make it possible to say that the concept SPORT is highly ideologically charged at this stage).

2. Classification of ideologemes

Development of classification of ideologemes, or their typology is probably as complicated as determination of the semantic boarders of this phenomenon.
As it frequently happens in the development of any classification, one of the most important issues is identification of correct and precise grounds for this classification and determination of the “main” or “leading” ground for classification.

In modern linguistic research works we find some typological and generic classifications of ideologemes, the peculiarities of which are determined by the aim and object of research or scientific area they belong to.

In his study of functioning of ideologemes—words, A.P. Chudinov has singled out two main kinds of ideologemes depending on their usage by the members of different political parties and movements.

The ideologemes of the first kind “are interpreted differently by the members of different political groups” [Chudinov 2007: 92], which is manifested in the emotional coloring of the word onto which “evaluation of the phenomenon is transferred” [ibid.]. The linguist provides the following example: the ideologemes narod (people) and svoboda (freedom) are frequent in discourses of different political parties, but their meanings may be different and depend on political views of the speakers.

The ideologemes of the second kind “are used only by the supporters of certain political views; they show the attitude to the phenomenon named” [Chudinov 2007: 93]. Thus, the linguist gives the following examples: the ideologeme strany narodnoy demokratii (countries of people’s democracy) is frequent in the Soviet political language and has a positive axiological connotation there, and the ideologeme sovetskiye satellity (Soviet satellites) is frequent in the language of political dissidents and has a negative axiological connotation.

From the point of view of publicistic discourse, N.I. Klushina singles out several types of ideologemes: social ideologemes and personal ideologemes.

Social ideologemes are cognitive phenomena that “reflect the views and beliefs of the society at a certain stage of its development” [Klushina 2008: 39], N.I. Klushina also describes different kinds of social ideologemes from the point of view of their “temporal features” (and thus — from the point of view of the urgency of ideologemes and, consequently, their frequency and different ways of their representation).

So, on the “axis of time” we find “historical, contemporary and futurological ideologemes that reflect the history and the search for ideas important for the development of society (for example, the historical ideologemes derzhava (state) and messianism (messianism) and the futurological ideologeme natsionalnaya ideya (national idea))” [Klushina 2008: 40].

“Personal ideologemes”, according to N.I. Klushina, are built around any state leader, any prominent political leader and heroes/anti-heroes of the time. Personal ideologemes are based on the image of every head of the country, from “tsar” to a president. Such ideologemes sink into mass consciousness in the form of stereotypes constructed by mass media; the following personal ideologemes are found: vozhd’ mirovogo proletariata (leader of the world’s proletariat) — about Lenin, genialny vozhd’ i uchitel (ingenious leader and teacher) — about Stalin, genialny konstruktor (ingenious engineer — about Khrushchew), verny leninets (loyal Lenin’s disciple) — about Brezhnev, arkhitektor perestroiki (perestroika architect) — about Gorbachev, tsar Boris — about Yeltsin, etc.” [Klushina 2008: 40].

We do not have any serious objections against the abovementioned classifications of ideologemes, but we would like to comment on the choice of terms and, moreover, on the meaning of the terms in the given context.

If we proceed from the usual meaning of the word “social” (“public, referring to the lives of people and their relations in society” [Ozhegov, Shvedova 1995: 741]), then the use of this word to name a group of ideologemes does not seem perfect, as any ideologeme, even a personal one, is socially significant due to the peculiarity of this concept.

Besides, temporal characteristics is not a prerogative of the so-called social ideologemes: personal ideologemes, as it follows from the given examples, may be classified on the scale of past/present.

It seems that the author wanted to emphasize the differences in the nature of the cognitive categories under description, although she did not attempt at linguo-cognitive analysis of the phenomenon. Thus, social ideologemes (even if we take into account that ideologemes of a totalitarian language undergo “simplification”, “steterotypization” and desemantization of not only language means of expression but also of conceptual features of the mental universal) are abstract (in terms of I.A. Sternin) concepts — concepts-notions, concepts-frames or concepts-gestalts and they make either a concept consisting of the “more general essential features of an object or phenomenon, the result of reflection and comprehension” (notion), or “mental multi-component concept in the unity of its constituent elements, a multidimensional image, a sum total of standard knowledge about an object or phenomenon” (frame), or “a complex, integral functional structure that puts the diversity of separate phenomena in order in the mind” (Gestalt) [Popova, Sternin 2003: 72-74].
Anyway, we realize that when analyzing different kinds of “social” ideologemes it is often impossible to establish which group of abstract concepts it belongs to, but the abstract nature of information incorporated in the ideological phenomenon, and, moreover, the multi-layer structure of the cognitive pattern of the concept are important features of such ideologemes.

Personal ideologemes in their turn or “ideological vocatives” (the term used by T.V. Shkaiderova) — concepts of the precedent names of political leaders — are the “main components of the nucleolois of knowledge and representation” [Shkaiderova 2007: 117] and they possess the qualities of such universal as archetype [for more details see Jung 1987: 229, Kuzmina 1999: 193].

The characteristic of personal ideologemes as ideologemes-archetypes is justified by the fact that they help ideological worldview to get the features of a mythological one. This fact, by the way, is mentioned by almost all researchers of the Soviet totalitarian discourse, including N.I. Klushina, who argues that “any ideologeme risks to become a mythologeme, as mass media propagate a certain ideology. The restraint mechanism here is freedom of speech, free access to information and existence of publications expressing different political views” [Klushina 2008: 41]. In contemporary Russian political discourse the recent tendency of “de-mythologization” of ideologemes-archetypes and some other kinds of ideologemes is replaced by the “new cycle” of mythologization of these units due to the change of extralinguistic factors [Kuzmina 2007, Malysheva 2009].

So, the undertaken analysis proves that linguists sing out those types of ideologemes that are relevant to the scientific area they do their research in or to the goals of their study. But even in this case it is often impossible to eliminate the “plurality” of criteria used in the classification of the phenomenon under analysis.

Our study does not purport to provide a comprehensively complete classification of ideologemes, but we have worked out one based on some essential grounds.

Thus, to classify ideologemes, it is important to take into account the following characteristics: topicality/out-datedness of an ideologeme in modern ideological worldview and in contemporary discourses of different types (first of all political and publicistic and also those that are closely connected with them); and the peculiarities of pragmatic and communicative characteristics of an ideologeme (axiological features of the content of ideologeme, peculiarities of its comprehension by the native speakers, etc.).

This classification, as well as the other few classifications that are present today, is not perfect and may be criticized, but it is useful for this research as it provides additional information about the types of ideologemes.

So, we have worked out the classification based on the following grounds:

1. According to the nature of conceptualized information:
   - ideologeme-notion (people, flag, hymn, democracy);
   - ideologeme-frame (Olympic Games, sport, congress, the State Duma);
   - ideologeme-gestalt (freedom, equality);
   - ideologeme-archetype (Lenin, Stalin, Brezhnev, Gorbachev, Yeltsin, Putin, Nikolay II).

2. According to the sphere of usage and comprehension by native speakers:
   - common ideologemes interpreted differently (people, freedom, Russia);
   - common ideologemes interpreted in the same way (sport, fatherland, hymn);
   - special ideologemes interpreted in the same way (Soviet soldiers-rescuers (cf. invader)).

3. According to the pragmatic component (axiological potential, peculiarity of comprehension by native speakers including those who support different political parties):
   - ideologemes with a positive axiological mode (Motherland, flag, fatherland);
   - ideologemes with a negative axiological mode (terror, fascism);
   - ideologemes with a mixed axiological mode (patriotism, president, will, democracy, people).

4. According to topicality / outdatedness of ideologeme in contemporary ideological worldview:
   - ideologeme-historism (Soviet people, socialist competition, Communist party, tsar);
   - new ideologeme (or modern ideologeme) (financial crisis, peace-enforcement, national idea, tolerance, extremism, Crimea, pension reform);
   - reactualized ideologeme (Governor, Duma);
   - universal ideologeme (Motherland, flag, hymn, patriotism).

It is necessary to describe this classification in greater detail.

We believe that all ideologemes can be subdivided into two groups: common ideologemes and special ideologemes. This statement correlates with the view of A.P. Chudinov, who writes about ideologemes used by the speakers-representatives of different political parties and movements, i.e. common ideolo-
At the same time there is a description of another group of ideologemes, which “express a specific view on a certain phenomenon” and thus “they are used only by supporters of certain political views” [Chudinov 2007: 93]. Such ideologemes may be called special ideologemes. And if common ideologemes may be associated with various cognitive features by native speakers (which depends on the political views of the speaker), special ideologemes always have a constant set of cognitive properties as they are used only by the members of one political group, or the advocates of the same political views. It is interesting that the conceptual nucleus of a special ideologeme as a rule coincides with the conceptual nucleus of another special ideologeme, which names the same phenomenon in the “political vocabulary” of another party or political movement. The essential difference between special ideologemes always touches upon their conceptual layers, in which pragmatic and evaluative connotation about the object/phenomenon is found, which is reflected in the pragmatic macro-component of the verbal marker of the special ideologeme — a keyword or key phrase. The following examples can illustrate our ideas: the ideologemes soviet soldier-rescuer in the contemporary publicistic and political discourses in Russia and invader in the discourses of the same kind in Poland, Baltic States, Ukraine, etc. are characterized by the same denotatum, but they have opposite pragmatic connotations; cf. terrorists in Syria — in modern Russian media and liberal opposition in modern American media; Chechen terrorists — in Russian mass media and Chechen freedom fighters in American mass media.

It is natural, and this fact is underlined by many scholars, that ideologemes of this type are used primarily as a tool of manipulation of mass consciousness and as a means of transformation of the addressee’s worldview. Thus, words that represent similar cognitive units in a language are called pragmemes by M.N. Epstein; he defines this concept as “self-notional” words “that assess their own thingness and objectify their evaletivity”, in the lexical meaning of which “semantic aspect — relation of the word to the named phenomenon — is closely connected with its pragmatic aspect — the attitude of the speaker towards the subject … Such words as objectivism, idealism, opportunism, vigilantism, conspiracy, feverish, inveterate, accomplice, close up on the one hand, and objectivity, materialism, pacifism, initiative, commonwealth, quick, experienced, ally, team up on the other hand may act as complete communicative units” [Epstein 1991: 19-33].

As different from the view of A.P. Chudinov, we believe it is possible to identify one more type of ideologemes on the basis of the sphere of their usage and peculiarities of comprehension by the speaker.

These are common ideologemes of “universal” nature, the meaning of which is understood in the same way by almost all native speakers regardless of their political views.

The number of such phenomena in contemporary Russian political and ideological worldviews is very small, but we believe they do exist; we may name the following: the Great Patriotic War, and, since recently, flag and hymn, as well as sport — these ideologemes are frequent, common and they have the same “set” of conceptual features and the same ideological structure for most native speakers. They have positive connotations.

We suppose that the list of such ideologemes is culture-bound (this is probably a constitutive feature of ideologemes in general), and is determined by geopolitical and socio-economic conditions of development of the society. In our opinion, American ideological worldview includes the following “universal” ideologemes: hymn, flag, democracy and elections. It is clear that the classifying features of ideologemes are not constant and they may vary and adjust to extralinguistic factors.

As for the third group of ideologemes in our classification, we think it is important to comment on the ideologemes with a mixed axiological mode. This group includes common ideologemes, the axiological mode in the meaning of which may be different — from positive to neutral and even negative.

Thus, many texts of the so-called “civil journalism” circulating in social networks, blogs, etc. are different form “official” political and publicistic discourses as they show a negative attitude to such ideological phenomena as president, power, Russia, and Russian on all language levels; but they express a positive attitude to such ideologemes as socialism, communism, Soviet Union, and some others. Admittedly, the “variation” of the pragmatic component of an ideologeme does not always depend on political views of the speaker.

The “plurality” of evaluation reflected in linguistic representation of an ideologeme is often explained by a complex of extralinguistic factors such as the socio-political and economic situation in the country and the world, as well as the political atmosphere in society, and many others. A good example of such ideologeme is patriotism, the axiological mode of which has always been ambiguous in the Russian ideological worldview [Sandomirskaya 2001, Gavrilyov 2005, Deklenko 2003, Nozhenko 2008, Odessky, Feldman 2008, and others], the other examples are the ideologeme USSR or the “per-
sonal ideologeme” Brezhnev the axiological mode of which is changing due to the transformation of the attitude to the “epoch of stagnation” in society.

The fourth group of ideologemes is extremely important in our classification as it includes ideologemes the characteristics of which depend on the topicality / outdatedness of the phenomenon named from the point of view of contemporary ideological worldview.

Thus taking into account the socio-political life in the Russian ideological worldview we singled out ideologemes-historisms — ideologemes that are irrelevant in contemporary political and publicistic discourses and which are used to illustrate historical events or in case of search for “historical correspondent” to modern ideological realia (compare the frequency of references to the Russian empire and the Soviet Union in the context of potential and real might of modern Russia; USSR is also mentioned in the context of achievements in sport).

The group of new ideologemes or modern ideologemes includes phenomena that are known to the majority of native speakers, common and actively used in political and other discourses of post-Soviet Russia, such as legal state, national self-consciousness, modernization, pension reform, etc. Worthy of note is that the list of modern ideologemes is rather heterogeneous and unstable; the border between this group and the others is blurred and changeable.

At the same time, it should be mentioned that the content and evaluative meanings typical of ideologemes of different types are determined first of all by the peculiarities of the socio-political structure of the country, “typology” of governmental bodies, and geopolitical and economic situation in the world.

One more kind of ideologemes should be singled out due to the influence of the socio-political situation on the ideological worldview — they may be called universal ideologemes present in ideological worldview disregard of socio-political structure and views of political elite.

At the same time, in spite of the undeniable urgency of such ideological phenomena, the semantics of universal ideologemes and their axiological mode correlate with the “system of values” existing at a certain period of time and with political and ideological beliefs of the native speakers including those belonging to the ruling party.

It should be underlined one more time: the system of universal ideologemes is a set of “ideological invariables”, which, regardless of the change of their content and, consequently, the means of their verbal representation, are always up-to-date, topical and popular among the members of different political parties and the national linguo-cultural community at large.

By the way, the universal nature of these phenomena lies in the fact that they have similar features in other ideological worldviews, different from Russian, due to their ideological invariability, although they may be different in a number of specific conceptual features and consequently in the frequent ways of representation in a language.

Among the universal ideologemes of the Russian ideological worldview we may find the concepts PATRIOTISM, MOTHERLAND, FLAG, HYMN, RUSSIA, and NATIONAL CHARACT. We believe that a prominent role in the contemporary Russian (and not only Russian) ideological worldview is played by the universal ideologeme SPORT, which has essential cognitive differences from the abovementioned kinds of ideologemes, although it may be classified on the same grounds [Malysheva 2010].
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Идеология как лингвокогнитивный феномен: определение и классификация

АННОТАЦИЯ. Статья посвящена проблеме определения чрезвычайно значимого для современной лингвистики, в том числе политической, понятия — идеологии. В ходе исследования устанавливается, феномен какого порядка и уровня могут называть идеологемами, т. е. выполнять функцию репрезентации идеологии, являясь «формой идеологии», идеологическим «знаком». Доказывается возможность рассмотрения идеологемы как особого типа многоуровневого концепта, в когнитивной структуре которого выделяются идеологически маркированные концептуальные признаки, заключающие в себе коллективное, часто стереотипное и даже мифологизированное представление носителей языка о власти, государстве, нации, гражданском обществе, политических и идеологических институтах. Идеология — носительная, когнитивная универсалия, единица идеологической картины мира, которая объективируется в тексте (в том числе в тексте креолизованном) и — шире — в дискурсе собственно языковыми единицами разных уровней, а также знаками других семиотических систем. Кроме того, в настоящей статье предпринимается попытка классификации идеологем по четырем разным основаниям: характер концептуализации идей и лексико-синтаксических конструкций, уровень актуальности/неактуальности идеологемы в современной науке, лингвистические и семиотические признаки, в том числе политической, понятия и т. д.
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